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This work proposes a new edge about the Chaotic Genetic Algorithm (CGA) and the importance of the entropy
in the initial population. Inspired by chaos theory the CGA uses chaotic maps to modify the stochastic
parameters of Genetic Algorithm (GA). The algorithm modifies the parameters of the initial population
using chaotic series and then analyzes the entropy of such population. This strategy exhibits the relationship
between entropy and performance optimization in complex search spaces. Our study includes the optimization
of nine benchmark functions using eight different chaotic maps for each of the benchmark functions. The
numerical experiment demonstrates a direct relation between entropy and performance of the algorithm.
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In the following paper, we used chaotic maps
to improve the performance of the so called ge-
netic algorithms, which have been widely used in
optimization and search problems. For instance,
the genetic algorithms have been used to improve
production processes and services in different ar-
eas of engineering, such as air transport, maritime
transport, electric power distribution, logistics,
electronic circuit design and production planning
among other. The main result of this work was to
established a closed relation between the entropy
of the initial population and the performance of
the modified genetic algorithm. Higher entropy
of the initial population implies better solutions
of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolutionary computation possesses a strong bi-
ological base, in its origins, the evolutionary algorithms
consisted of generating a copy of the processes of natural
selection, concept introduced by Charles Darwin.1 Al-
though the biological evolution has not been completely
deciphered, there are some facts that have a strong ex-
perimental support, such as:
• The evolution works more on the chromosomes
(genotype), that on the organisms themselves (phe-
notype). Those chromosomes are considered as the
organic tools that codify the life and the biologi-
cal created form it is decoded from the information
contained in the chromosomes.
• The natural selection is the mechanism that relates
the genotype to the phenotype, giving a better life
expectation and reproduction to the most adapted
individuals.
• The evolution happens during the reproduction’s
stage.
There are three main points that due to the computa-
tional limitations in the origins of the GA were simplified
and that can affect the process of evolution. We discussed
over:
• The populations are a dynamical system, therefore
there is a constant fluctuation in the number of
individuals, in contrast to the constant population
used in the GA.
• The processes happen during the reproduction, as
in the crossing and mutation. These processes are
completely chaotic and do not depend on a single
parameter.
• The characteristics of the initial population are not
completely random. If the reproduction is chaotic
the population will be chaotic as well.
In Refs.2,3 the authors studied the effect of constant
size populations in the evolutionary computation. They
asked the following question: “does the status quo im-
ply that the size of the population is not an important
parameter?”. Inspired by nonlinear control mechanisms
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of the natural populations dynamical systems, they in-
troduced algorithms with variable populations defined by
chaotic maps, especially using the logistic function. This
dynamical configuration increases the performance of the
algorithm in getting better solutions.
Chaos theory studies dynamical systems that corre-
spond to systems that evolve over time. The present
state depends on the characteristics of the previous state,
in contrast to random systems where it is impossible to
predict the next state from the previous one.4
Despite the advantages in using the GA, previous
studies have shown a premature convergence into a lo-
cal optimum.5 Some researchers have introduced new
techniques, by hybridizing the GA with others evolved
algorithms.6,7 These methods improve substantially the
stability and adaptability of the algorithm to solve spe-
cific problems.8–10 Some recent researchers modify those
hybridizations with the use of chaotic maps.11,12
Using chaotic maps to generate the initial population
of the GA avoids the premature convergence to a local
solution. These algorithms modified by chaotic series are
the so called Chaotic Genetic Algorithms (CGA). The
performances differ significantly between the GA mod-
ified by the use of chaotic maps CGA and GA using
stochastic parameters. In Ref.13 Xue and collaborators
incorporated chaotic maps in the artificial colonies’ al-
gorithm of bees and found better results than using the
standard GA. Moreover, a CGA based on the Lorenz
function was implemented in14, improving the perfor-
mance of the Schaffer and Clonalg functions with re-
spect to the usual GA. In addition, there is a relation
between the entropy of the populations and the results
of the Swarm Intelligence model, indicating a direct re-
lation between entropy and performance of the model.15
This fact motivated us to develop an approach for the
optimization of non-convex functions, and the relation
between the results obtained in the search of ideal global
solution with the entropy of the initial populations gen-
erated by the chaotic maps.
The main goal of this work is to study the use of
chaotic series for the generation of initial populations in
the CGA. To analyze the performance of the modified al-
gorithm we use nine benchmark non-convex continuous
functions to measure the improvement compare to the
traditional GA. In addition, the relation between the en-
tropy of the initial population with the performance of
algorithms is analyzed.
Using Lorenz chaotic function in the productive pro-
cesses, Ebrahimzadeh and Jampour14 obtained values of
decisions during the crossing and mutation. Their results
demonstrate an improvement in the performance of the
GA with chaotic processes compare to the traditional ge-
netic algorithm. In addition, they proposed other chaotic
functions like the Henon, Logistic or Rossler function,
that produced similar results.
The work aforementioned14 approaches from different
edges the interaction between initial populations and its
generation using chaotic maps. The researchers noticed
an improvement in the obtained solutions where chaotic
maps where used in the generation of the initial popu-
lation. However, they were not conclusive in classifying
the performance of every chaotic map and its relationship
with the entropy.
Entropy measures uncertainty in a series of informa-
tion units .16–18 Solteiro et al.19 remark the use of Shan-
non entropy in several studies, and the capability to pro-
vide useful information about the diversity of the pop-
ulation and the entropy’s strategy to preserve diversity.
The state of the algorithms is revealed by the distance
among populations and can be measured by the Shannon
entropy; a smaller entropy represents a saturated space
and that the diversity be reduced.20
Other related evolutionary algorithms enhanced by
chaotic maps are described in21–23. In those algorithms,
the generation of random values for the different parame-
ters in the model is replaced by the application of chaotic
maps for the generation of those parameters. Both, the
quality of the solutions and the capacity to search in
spaces removed from premature convergences, increase
with this method.
Finally, recent studies referred to genetic quantum al-
gorithms compared with algorithms based on chaotic
functions give complementary lines of research with pre-
liminary similar results developed in this section.24
A. Complexity metrics
A chaotic map is a dynamical system that pro-
duces chaotic variables. The chaotic behavior works as
strangers attractors, which may have an enormous com-
plexity, like Lorenz’s attractor, which arises from the
modeling of the climatic system.
1. Lyapunov exponent
These chaotic systems are characterized for having a
strong dependence on their initial conditions. The Lya-
punov exponent shows, in an analytic way, this relation
as follows:
Let us define x(t) as an orbit that turns around the
attractor and considered an initial condition x(0) and a
second initial condition to x′(0), which is displaced of
x(0) by an infinitesimal distance δx(0).
x′(0) = x(0) + δx(0) (1)
Then the Lyapunov exponent, h, is given by:
h = lim
t→∞
1
t
ln
(
δx(t)
δx(0)
)
> 0 (2)
For positive exponents, the trajectories of very close
points get separated depending on the time in an expo-
nential way. For our case, a positive Lyapunov exponent
2
guarantees a chaotic behavior of the time series used in
this study.
2. Shannon Entropy
Shannon29 introduced the concept of information en-
tropy in 1948 to quantify the information contained in
a message.30 The Shannon’s entropy is defined from the
probability distribution, where p(xi) denotes the prob-
ability of each state i. The parameter K is a positive
constant. This concept may be extended for two vari-
ables (xi, yj) ∈ (X,Y ).
The measure of uncertainty of information31 content
in a system is calculated by the equation:
H (X,Y ) = −K
∑
i,j
p (xi, yj) log p (xi, yj) (3)
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Description algorithm implemented
The Chaotic Genetic Algorithm replaces random pro-
cesses in the generation of the initial populations by
chaotic processes. The numerical series built by chaotic
maps, such as the Henon map, generate the initial
population.25
Xn+1 = 1−A ∗X2n + Yn ; Yn+1 = B ∗Xn (4)
where each n corresponds to a given chromosome
(Xn, Yn) of the initial population. In the case of flows
(Lorenz and Rossler maps) we discretized the time to
obtain the genes for the chromosomes. We used a time
step of 0.01 and 0.1 for the Lorenz and Rossler maps
respectively.
We implement the CGA based on chaotic systems and
test it on benchmarks functions such as the Beale and
the Leon functions (see section II B).
z(Beale) (x, y) = (1.5− x+ xy)2 +
(
2.25− x+ xy2)2
+
(
2.625− x+ xy3)2 (5)
z(Leon) (x, y) =100
(
y − x2)2 + (1− x)2 (6)
Others parameters of CGA, such as the population
size, the probability of crossover, the probability of mu-
tation and the number of generations are kept constant.
Population Size = 100
Probability Crossover = 0.8
Probability Mutation = 0.03
Generation = 50
The entropy H is calculated for each initial population
before starting the cycle of optimization with 50 gener-
ations. The populations are selected according to their
FIG. 1: From left to right in your order the benchmark
functions used in the present study: Ackley, Beale,
Bukin6, Leon, Levi13, Matyas, Modschaffer2, Rastrigin
and Treehupamel.
fitness through the roulette wheel selection; better chro-
mosomes have more chances to be selected. The criteria
to terminate the simulation is by reaching the maximum
number of iterations, then the algorithm success rate or
performance (P ) has been used to compare the results.
The performance is defined by1,2:
P = 100 ∗ N (Optimal Results)
Nt (Total Cycles)
(7)
Others authors used average and standard deviation or
the Wilcoxon statistical test to discuss the statistical
results.13,24,26
B. Benchmark functions
Siva and Radhika27 defined a set of mathematical func-
tions, the so called benchmark functions, to evaluate the
performance of the evolutionary algorithms. Eiben and
Smit28 used these functions to evaluate the optimization
in several evolutionary algorithm.
The functions are classified by: (1) separable or non-
separable functions, (2) multimodal and (3) the dimen-
sionality of the search space. Separable function with n
variables are rewritten as the sum of n functions of just
one variable. Multimodal functions have two or more lo-
cal optima, if the local optima are randomly distributed
in the search space the solution is more complex. Finally,
more accuracy in search space signified differences in pro-
cessing times. Figure 1 shows the benchmark functions
used in the present study. These functions are: Ack-
ley, Beale, Bukin6, Leon, Levi13, Matyas, Modschaffer2,
Rastrigin and Treehupamel.
C. Diagram of the algorithm proposed
The GA uses random processes in the generation of
the initial populations. The algorithms proposed in this
3
FIG. 2: Diagram of the numerical experiment.
study replace the stochastic processes for chaotic ones
of deterministic character. The chaotic maps dynamical
features, such us ergodicity, irreversibility and nonlinear-
ity, allow to avoid premature convergences in the GA.
In Figure 2 we present the diagram of the algorithm,
where a chaotic map is used for the generation of the
initial population.
The implementation of the algorithm evaluates the
ideal of each one of the nine benchmark functions, using
eight different chaotic maps and a random function for
the generation of the initial populations. We did 50,000
tests of every chaotic map by each function and then
compare these results with the ones obtained by the tra-
ditional GA (that uses random series). The obtained
results have been shown in a contour plot centered on
the entropy of the initial populations.
D. Initial Population
The initial populations are generated with eight
chaotic maps,25 presented on the Table I, and a random
normal function. For every routine of the algorithm, the
entropy of the initial population and the fitness are cal-
culated (see Table II).
E. Flow of work
The workflow for the search of the global optimum (for
every evaluated function) is described in the following
algorithm:
III. RESULTS
The results obtained were grouped by each chaotic map
in pairs (fitness and entropy). Figure 3 shows the distri-
TABLE I: Parameters of Chaotic Maps
Maps Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
Lorenz α = 10 % = 28 β = 8
3
Rossler α = 0.2 b = 0.2 c = 5.7
Random α = 0 b = 1
Phaseran α = 1.95
Mackeyglass α = 0.01 b = 1 c = 0.9
Ikeda u = 0.9
Henon α = 1.4 b = 0.3
Quadratic α = 1.75
Logistic α = 4
TABLE II: Chaotic Genetic Algorithm
ALGORITHM 1: Structure of the proposed
Chaotic Genetic Algorithm.
1 Map for the generation of the initial population
2 Initiate a set of tests for these maps
3 Generate the initial population
4 Calculate the entropy to the initial population
5 Calculate the fitness.
6 Save the greatest fitness.
7 Produce.
7.1 Process of selection through the roulette wheel.
7.2 Mutation
7.3 Crossing
8 Go back to step 5, Gen = Gen + 1
9 Go back to step 3, Test = Test + 1
10 Go back to stop 1, Map = Map + 1
11 End
butions of the density of the results grouped into three
categories:
• The map (c) corresponds to the distribution of the
density of results using a random function for the
generation of initial population. The Lorenz (a)
and Rossler (b) maps display similar behaviors to
map (c) regarding the fitness of the solutions. For
this maps, the range of the entropy is concentrated
between 1.5 and 3.0.
• Secondly, we can observe a set of maps Phaseram
(d), Mackeyglass (e), Ikea (f), Henon (g) and
Quadratic (h) with distributions of densities of re-
sults of major fitness and with a range of the en-
tropy of the maps of 3.0 − 5.5.
• Thirdly, the Logistic map (i) obtained a distribu-
tion of densities of fitness with top values. The en-
tropy of the initial populations has ranges superior
to the rest of the maps 6.0 − 7.0.
4
FIG. 3: Density graphs for the different chaotic maps as a function of the entropy and fitness. The subfigures
correspond to different maps: (a) Lorenz, (b) Rossler, (c) random function, (d) Phaseram, (e) Mackeyglass, (f) Ikea,
(g) Henon, (h) Quadratic and (i) Logistic map
A. Analysis of the results
The processing time study of every pair (benchmark
function, chaotic map) and their execution times with-
out significant variation of the average allows to compare
the results obtained, through the analysis of the perfor-
mances. Table III presents the performance rates and
average entropies for all the benchmark function/chaotic
map pairs. The performance corresponds to the percent-
age of the satisfactory results with an error rate lower
than α. The results present an increase of the algorithm’s
performance related to an increase on the average entropy
of the chaotic map.
The use of chaotic maps for the generation of the initial
populations in the genetic algorithm, increases consider-
ably the performance of the algorithm in comparison to
the tradition stochastic algorithm.
In addition, the proposed algorithm was also modi-
fied using chaotic maps in the mutation and the popula-
tion processes. However, the results obtained using these
modifications do not show significant improvement.
In Table III the rows are the chaotic maps used in the
numerical experiments, where they have been sorted in
order of increasing average entropy. The columns are the
different benchmark functions and their corresponding
performance rates and average entropies.
Finally, the analysis of the results of fitness through
a contour plot presents a similar behavior of the initial
populations indistinctly of the chaotic map. To greater
entropy of the initial population better is the density of
ideal solutions. The increase of entropy of the initial
populations contributes a major level of information for
the obtaining of a major quantity of optimal fitness.
The contour plot of Figure 4, it is organized with the
chaotic maps of minor entropy in the ends of the graph
for better visualization of the phenomenon. The order of
the chaotic maps is Random (1). Quadratic (2). Henon
(3). Logistic (4). Ikeda (5). Phaseram (6). Rossel (7).
Mackeyglass (8) and Lorentz (9).
All the presented analyses were realized into 50000
tests by the couple (function. map) having 120 hours of
processing with MatLab (Natick, Massachusetts, United
States).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we study the Shannon entropy of the ini-
tial population used in the CGA. We found a strong re-
lationship between the entropy of the initial populations
5
FIG. 4: Contour plot of entropy versus chaotic maps.
The order of the chaotic maps is Random (1).
Quadratic (2). Henon (3). Logistic (4). Ikeda (5).
Phaseram (6). Rossel (7). Mackeyglass (8) and Lorentz
(9).
and the densities of fitness of the solutions.
In general, all the chaotic maps, excepting of the curve
of Lorenz’s map showed the same behavior; the chaotic
maps with higher entropies show an increase in the fit-
ness’s densities in the areas with better solutions: high
entropies generated better solutions.
To check the validity and performance of the proposed
approach, four experimental (numerical) studies were re-
alized by sets of 50,000 routines for each of the eight
chaotic maps. For this task, we used the MATLAB soft-
ware in a cluster of 25 computers. Each experimental
study is defined by a test set of nine mathematical func-
tions.
The results presented here showed that the CGA is
efficient solving complex problems functions from con-
tinuous nonlinear convex functions. As a future work,
we plan to study the evolution of the average entropy
and the influence of multifractals in the formation of the
initial populations.
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